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Ordinary People: 
Everyday Graphic Calendar 2019

Exhibition

12. -16. December 2018 

Vernissage

Wednesday, 
12. December 2018 
7 pm

Venue

einBuch.haus 
Winsstraße 42, 10405 Berlin

Organisation

einBuch.haus 

einBuch.haus plays a role in showcasing experimental books 
in the field of arts and design. Following the name, each event 
offers viewers to read and buy only one selected art book offline 
or online. Since the platform’s foundation on 12. Sep 2018, five 
books have been presented in einBuch.haus.

einBuch.haus considers books as art objects which can be 
curated and presented in exhibition formats, providing 
immersive experience between people, objects and spaces.

https://einBuch.haus

Daily Calendars are used by earlier generations and occasionally 
seen these days, but they looked fresh and intriguing to us. 

The date can be checked from various sources. However, daily 
calendars enable you to “feel” how each day starts and ends 
through your eyes and hands.

ORDINARY PEOPLE wished to convey the value of the Daily 
Calendar, which are losing their places. Thus, they designed 365 
graphics for each 365 days. This might give an excitement for 
someone to begin a day with, and it might give a joy for someone 
to peek into a graphic design studio’s doodle pad. 

Composed in a new perspective and touch, ORDINARY PEOPLE 
hope this daily calendar to be the beloved item by our 
generation.

Designer

Ordinary People
ORDINARY PEOPLE is a graphic design studio based in Seoul.
All of them were in the same university and major. In 2006, as a 
graphic design student, they gathered and started the project 
“we make posters”.

In the process of this project, they became a graphic design 
studio naturally. Now they are doing self-projects such as 
“Everyday graphic calendar”, “1xn—Print Screen”, “24OPEN”, also 
doing various commercial projects with National Museum of 
Modern and Contemporary Art Korea, Asia Culture Center, SM 
Entertainment and many others.

www.ordinarypeople.kr 
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